RB049 slow room phive
Tracklist
1. rusalka
2. maya
3. pool
4. voices

Download

www.restingbell.net/releases/rb049-room-phive
www.archive.org/details/rb049
www.sonicsquirrel.net

Links

www.myspace.com/slowartist

Description

After the powerful and emotive Love-EP on Autoplate, room phive is the third release by Russian
composer Sergey Suokas. Sergey makes music since 99. And besides of his techno-project Suokas,
Sergey releases soulful and hypnotic ambient-music under the moniker slow.
room phive is a 4-track-EP filled with friendly and deep collage-electronica composed with samples
taken from nature and sounds recorded at the studio. The result are four very deep, organic and
warm ambient-tracks with electronica- and shoegaze-elements, soft synth-patterns, flute- and
wind-melodies and athmospheric collages.
Pack yourself in this warm, cosy sound-blanket and get some warm feet.

RB049 slow room phive
Quotes
Pixyblink (Atmoworks)

this is the most interesting music i've heard in quite some time. i'm hooked. i really love voices.
it takes me out of my hectic mode of life i'm experiencing lately and makes me slow down, close
my eyes and relax. you're a splendid antidote maker

Mahavishnu Nisse

very soothing music. i like it a lot, it's unpretentious.

Suppa Micro Pamchopp (Childisk)

Your music snuggles up to my sensitivity very much and it has good feeling.
In addition, because please come by all means in my space and listen to different music every day.

Neubau (Luvsound, Nonine)

... like a very slow walk through an everyday scenery, when the slowness allows me to see all
things clearly and exactly like seeing them the first time...
... then everything gets so miraculous and magnificent, although presumably known before..
... then wondering: do i dream? or why did i never realize it that clearly before?
... this is what your music lets me feel like... wonderful would be an understatement, it is more
than that.

Integral

Sometimes I wish I had the patience to do music like this.. There is a lot of truth in it.

Edwardia

Sergey, I love your challenging, unexpected, sound landscapes. You create a post-holocaust
barreness which the listener explores with unease.

Julien Boulier

Your music is interesting with strange atmospheres. I like it.

Deaf Leaf Echo (Year of the Gallon Records)

Great stuff!

Ulrich Schnauss (Domino)

this is incredibly beautiful - much appreciated!

